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New Home Journal May 29 2022 A handy, practical resource that makes it easy to keep track of your essential homeowner information for future reference
Your home is the most exciting purchase you will ever make. It’s simultaneously the playground, castle and nest where your family will grow. It’s also a big
responsibility with lots of little details to keep track of. Fortunately, this book makes it super simple to organize everything, including: WARRANTY
INFORMATION for when appliances need repair PAINT COLORS for matching existing walls and trims MAINTENANCE SCHEDULES to keep appliances
running smoothly WINDOW TREATMENT DETAILS so replacements are a cinch FLOORING MATERIALS so you can keep wood shiny and tile glossy
Packed with informative tips, fill-in-the-blank prompts and grid pages for sketching room layouts, this book’s easy-to-understand design and thorough
coverage make it impossible to overlook even the most obscure (yet vital!) detail about your wonderful home.
The Girl on the Magazine Cover Jan 01 2020 From the Gibson Girl to the flapper, from the vamp to the New Woman, Carolyn Kitch traces mass media images
of women to their historical roots on magazine covers, unveiling the origins of gender stereotypes in early-twentieth-century American culture.
Imagining Gender, Nation and Consumerism in Magazines of the 1920s Aug 20 2021 Offering the first comparative study of 1920s’ US and Canadian print
cultures, ‘Imagining Gender, Nation and Consumerism in Magazines of the 1920s’ comparatively examines the highly influential ‘Ladies’ Home Journal’
(1883–2014) and the often-overlooked ‘Canadian Home Journal’ (1905–1958). Firmly grounded in the latest advances in periodical studies, the book provides
a timely contribution to the field in its presentation of a transferrable transnational approach to the study of magazines. While Canadian magazines have often
been viewed, unflatteringly and inaccurately, as merely derivative of their American counterparts, Rachel Alexander asserts the value of an even-handed
consideration of both. Such an approach acknowledges the complexity of these magazines as collaborative texts, cultural artefacts and commercial products,
revealing that while these magazines shared certain commonalities, they functioned in differing – at times unexpected – ways. During the 1920s, both
magazines were changing rapidly in response to technological modernity, altering gender economies and the burgeoning of consumer culture. ‘Imagining
Gender, Nation, and Consumerism in Magazines of the 1920s’ explores the influences, tensions and interests that informed the magazines’ construction of their
audience of middle-class women as readers, consumers and citizens.
We Are What We Sell: How Advertising Shapes American Life. . . And Always Has [3 volumes] Jun 25 2019 For the last 150 years, advertising has
created a consumer culture in the United States, shaping every facet of American life—from what we eat and drink to the clothes we wear and the cars we
drive. • Includes original essays by noted cultural and advertising historians, commentators, and journalists • Provides analysis from experts in advertising and
popular culture that places American advertising in historical and cultural context • Supplies a comprehensive examination of advertising history and its
consequences across modern America • Presents an extensive analysis of the role of new media and the Internet • Documents why advertising is necessary, not
only for companies, but in determining what being "an American" constitutes
The People's Home Journal Jan 13 2021
Not June Cleaver Dec 24 2021 In the popular stereotype of post-World War II America, women abandoned their wartime jobs and contentedly retreated to the
home. This work unveils the diversity of postwar women, showing how far women departed from this one-dimensional image.
Ladies' Home Journal Aug 08 2020
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Jan 31 2020
Old-House Journal Nov 03 2022 Old-House Journal is the original magazine devoted to restoring and preserving old houses. For more than 35 years, our
mission has been to help old-house owners repair, restore, update, and decorate buildings of every age and architectural style. Each issue explores hands-on
restoration techniques, practical architectural guidelines, historical overviews, and homeowner stories--all in a trusted, authoritative voice.
Old-House Journal Jan 25 2022 Old-House Journal is the original magazine devoted to restoring and preserving old houses. For more than 35 years, our
mission has been to help old-house owners repair, restore, update, and decorate buildings of every age and architectural style. Each issue explores hands-on
restoration techniques, practical architectural guidelines, historical overviews, and homeowner stories--all in a trusted, authoritative voice.
The Moral Project of Childhood Jul 07 2020 Examines the Protestant origins of motherhood and the child consumer Throughout history, the responsibility
for children’s moral well-being has fallen into the laps of mothers. In The Moral Project of Childhood, the noted childhood studies scholar Daniel Thomas
Cook illustrates how mothers in the nineteenth-century United States meticulously managed their children’s needs and wants, pleasures and pains, through the
material world so as to produce the “child” as a moral project. Drawing on a century of religiously-oriented child care advice in women’s periodicals, he
examines how children ultimately came to be understood by mothers—and later, by commercial actors—as consumers. From concerns about taste, to forms of
discipline and punishment, to play and toys, Cook delves into the social politics of motherhood, historical anxieties about childhood, and early children’s
consumer culture. An engaging read, The Moral Project of Childhood provides a rich cultural history of childhood.
The Writer's Market Jun 17 2021
The Ladies' Home Journal Oct 02 2022
The Body Project Apr 03 2020 A hundred years ago, women were lacing themselves into corsets and teaching their daughters to do the same. The ideal of the
day, however, was inner beauty: a focus on good deeds and a pure heart. Today American women have more social choices and personal freedom than ever
before. But fifty-three percent of our girls are dissatisfied with their bodies by the age of thirteen, and many begin a pattern of weight obsession and dieting as
early as eight or nine. Why? In The Body Project, historian Joan Jacobs Brumberg answers this question, drawing on diary excerpts and media images from
1830 to the present. Tracing girls' attitudes toward topics ranging from breast size and menstruation to hair, clothing, and cosmetics, she exposes the shift from
the Victorian concern with character to our modern focus on outward appearance—in particular, the desire to be model-thin and sexy. Compassionate,

insightful, and gracefully written, The Body Project explores the gains and losses adolescent girls have inherited since they shed the corset and the ideal of
virginity for a new world of sexual freedom and consumerism—a world in which the body is their primary project.
Old-House Journal Apr 27 2022 Old-House Journal is the original magazine devoted to restoring and preserving old houses. For more than 35 years, our
mission has been to help old-house owners repair, restore, update, and decorate buildings of every age and architectural style. Each issue explores hands-on
restoration techniques, practical architectural guidelines, historical overviews, and homeowner stories--all in a trusted, authoritative voice.
Home Magazine Mar 15 2021
The American Zoologist and Home Journal of Science Mar 27 2022
A History of American Magazines, Volume II: 1850-1865 Jul 19 2021 The first volume of this work, covering the period from 1741-1850, was issued in 1931
by another publisher, and is reissued now without change, under our imprint. The second volume covers the period from 1850 to 1865; the third volume, the
period from 1865 to 1885. For each chronological period, Mr. Mott has provided a running history which notes the occurrence of the chief general magazines
and the developments in the field of class periodicals, as well as publishing conditions during that period, the development of circulations, advertising,
payments to contributors, reader attitudes, changing formats, styles and processes of illustration, and the like. Then in a supplement to that running history, he
offers historical sketches of the chief magazines which flourished in the period. These sketches extend far beyond the chronological limitations of the period.
The second and third volumes present, altogether, separate sketches of seventy-six magazines, including The North American Review, The Youth's
Companion, The Liberator, The Independent, Harper's Monthly, Leslie's Weekly, Harper's Weekly, The Atlantic Monthly, St. Nicholas, and Puck. The whole
is an unusual mirror of American civilization.
American Newspaper Directory Jun 05 2020
Arthur's Lady's Home Magazine May 17 2021
Rough Writing Jul 27 2019 As the United States struggled to absorb a massive influx of ethnically diverse immigrants at the turn of the twentieth century, the
question of who and what an American is took on urgent intensity. It seemed more critical than ever to establish a definition by which Americanness could be
established, transmitted, maintained, and judged. Americans of all stripes sought to articulate and enforce their visions of the nation’s past, present, and future;
central to these attempts was President Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt fully recognized the narrative component of American identity, and he called upon
authors of diverse European backgrounds including Israel Zangwill, Jacob Riis, Elizabeth Stern, and Finley Peter Dunne to promote the nation in popular
written form. With the swell and shift in immigration, he realized that a more encompassing national literature was needed to “express and guide the soul of the
nation.” Rough Writing examines the surprising place and implications of the immigrant and of ethnic writing in Roosevelt’s America and American literature.
Ladies' Home Journal Book of Interior Decoration Nov 22 2021 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this
work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Ladies' Home Journal Feb 11 2021
Inarticulate Longings Sep 08 2020 Inarticulate Longings explores the contradictions of a social agenda for women that promoted both traditional roles and the
promises of a growing consumer culture by examining the advertising industry in the early 20th century.
The Lutheran Home Journal Mar 03 2020
House Journal Oct 22 2021
Orla Kiely Home May 05 2020 Internationally renowned designer Orla Kiely describes her career as 'a journey in pattern and color'. Her distinctive palette
and graphic and stylized motifs in clean repeat constructions, have won her devoted fans across the world, and have helped to turn what began as a small
British business designing bags, into a global fashion, accessories and homeware brand. Following the success of her first book, Pattern, Home opens the door
on Orla's own house for the first time, and offers inspirational insights into using pattern and color, mixing old and new and turning a house into a liveable
home. The book ends with series of beautifully photographed case studies of some of the mid-century modern homes she most admires. 'I have always been
inspired by architecture and interiors so the move into furniture and homewares was completely natural', Orla says. 'To me, the home is where we can truly
express our style and personality, where we can be playful'.
Genre and White Supremacy in the Postemancipation United States Apr 15 2021 How are we to comprehend, diagnose, and counter a system of racist
subjugation so ordinary it has become utterly asymptomatic? Challenging the prevailing literary critical inclination toward what makes texts exceptional or
distinctive, Genre and White Supremacy in the Postemancipation United States underscores the urgent importance of genre for tracking conventionality as it
enters into, constitutes, and reproduces ordinary life. In the wake of emancipation's failed promise, two developments unfolded: white supremacy amassed new
mechanisms and procedures for reproducing racial hierarchy; and black freedom developed new practices for collective expression and experimentation. This
new racial ordinary came into being through new literary and cultural genres--including campus novels, the Ladies' Home Journal, Civil War elegies, and
gospel sermons. Through the postemancipation interplay between aesthetic conventions and social norms, genre became a major influence in how Americans
understood their social and political affiliations, their citizenship, and their race. Travis M. Foster traces this thick history through four decades following the
Civil War, equipping us to understand ordinary practices of resistance more fully and to resist ordinary procedures of subjugation more effectively. In the
process, he provides a model for how the study of popular genre can reinvigorate our methods for historicizing the everyday.
Old-House Journal Feb 23 2022 Old-House Journal is the original magazine devoted to restoring and preserving old houses. For more than 35 years, our
mission has been to help old-house owners repair, restore, update, and decorate buildings of every age and architectural style. Each issue explores hands-on
restoration techniques, practical architectural guidelines, historical overviews, and homeowner stories--all in a trusted, authoritative voice.
Journal of the House of Representatives of the ... Regular Session of the General Assembly of the State of Iowa Sep 28 2019
Old-House Journal Jul 31 2022 Old-House Journal is the original magazine devoted to restoring and preserving old houses. For more than 35 years, our
mission has been to help old-house owners repair, restore, update, and decorate buildings of every age and architectural style. Each issue explores hands-on
restoration techniques, practical architectural guidelines, historical overviews, and homeowner stories--all in a trusted, authoritative voice.
Ladies' Home Journal Jun 29 2022
Documents Accompanying the Journal of the House Aug 27 2019
"Just a Housewife" Nov 30 2019 Housewives constitute a large section of the population, yet they have received very little attention, let alone respect. Glenna
Matthews, who herself spent many years as "just a housewife" before becoming a scholar of American history, sets out to redress this imbalance. While the
male world of work has always received the most respect, Matthews maintains that widespread reverence for the home prevailed in the nineteenth century. The
early stages of industrialization made possible a strong tradition of cooking, baking, and sewing that gave women great satisfaction and a place in the world.
Viewed as the center of republican virtue, the home also played an important religious role. Examining novels, letters, popular magazines, and cookbooks,
Matthews seeks to depict what women had and what they have lost in modern times. She argues that the culture of professionalism in the late nineteenth
century and the culture of consumption that came to fruition in the 1920s combined to kill off the "cult of domesticity." This important, challenging book sheds
new light on a central aspect of human experience: the essential task of providing a society's nurture and daily maintenance.
The Western Literary Cabinet Containing Treasures from the World of Thought Oct 10 2020
Arthur's Illustrated Home Magazine Sep 20 2021
Ladies' Home Journal Book of Landscaping and Outdoor Living Sep 01 2022 Practical approach to landscaping, with how-to directions.
Helen Keller, Public Speaker Nov 10 2020 How a person who was "sightless but seen, deaf but heard" spoke out publicly for years about her "vision for a
better tomorrow."
Modern Print Activism in the United States Dec 12 2020 The explosion of print culture that occurred in the United States at the turn of the twentieth century
activated the widespread use of print media to promote social and political activism. Exploring this phenomenon, the essays in Modern Print Activism in the
United States focus on specific groups, individuals, and causes that relied on print as a vehicle for activism. They also take up the variety of print forms in

which calls for activism have appeared, including fiction, editorials, letters to the editor, graphic satire, and non-periodical media such as pamphlets and
calendars. As the contributors show, activists have used print media in a range of ways, not only in expected applications such as calls for boycotts and
protests, but also for less expected aims such as the creation of networks among readers and to the legitimization of their causes. At a time when the golden age
of print appears to be ending, Modern Print Activism in the United States argues that print activism should be studied as a specifically modernist phenomenon
and poses questions related to the efficacy of print as a vehicle for social and political change.
Catalog of Copyright Entries Oct 29 2019
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